The effect of sintering process on the electrical properties of CaCu 3 Ti 4 O 12 ͑CCTO͒ ceramic dielectrics were investigated in this paper. It was found that grain size is affected by sintering and the nonlinear current-voltage ͑I-V͒ property will decrease with the increased sintering time. Also, the frequency and temperature dependences of dielectric permittivity and loss in the ranges of 10 −1 -10 7 Hz and 130-270 K were studied. Two relaxation processes with activation energy of 0.51 eV and 0.10 eV, respectively, were found in the frequency dependence of tan ␦ and Cole-Cole planes, which can be interpreted in terms of insulating grain boundaries and semiconducting grains. It was suggested that grain boundary Maxwell-Wagner relaxation and ionization of oxygen vacancy V O ++ , proposed as extrinsic and intrinsic relaxations, are responsible for the dielectric behaviors of CCTO ceramics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, CaCu 3 Ti 4 O 12 ͑CCTO͒ as a nonferroelectric ceramic material has attracted significant attention. It shows an extremely high value ͑up to 10 5 ͒ for the permittivity at room temperature in the frequency range between dc and 10 6 Hz. Furthermore, it was found that the permittivity is practically independent of temperature between 100 and 600 K. Such properties are essential for the components involved in charge storage capacitors and memory devices. However, the origin of giant permittivity is still unclear. Usually, large permittivity in perovskite materials is related to the atomic displacements within a noncentrosymmetrical structure. For CCTO which has a body-centered cubic perovskite-related structure, the cubic structure remains for a temperature as low as 35 K, 1 while it was also reported 2 that single crystal CCTO has a low temperature magnetic transition at T N = 24.1͑1͒ K. Using powder neutron diffraction methods, Moussa and Kennedy 3 have also shown the structure of CCTO described in space group Im3 and there was no indication of any crystallographic phase transitions from room temperature to 1273 K. Thus the large permittivity is not due to a structural transition.
Many researches suggest the giant permittivity of CCTO may originate from extrinsic effects. Lunkenheimer 4 et al. suggested that the giant permittivity might be due to a Maxwell-Wagner ͑MW͒ type contribution of depletion layers at the interface between sample and contacts or at grain boundaries; Cohen 5 et al. proposed that the giant dielectric constant might arise from spatial inhomogeneity of local dielectric response. It was proposed that the dielectric behavior is attributed to polarizable relaxational mode, or slowing down of dipolar fluctuations in nanosized domains. 6 Another reported investigation is that the dielectric response of CCTO can be improved by nanoscale Ca/Cu disorder. 7 The first principle calculation shows that the static permittivity of CCTO is only about 40, which is far below measured values. 8 Adams 9,10 et al. have shown CCTO to be electrically inhomogeneous, containing semiconducting grains with insulating grain boundary regions, which accords with the electrical microstructure for internal barrier layer capacitors ͑IBLCs͒ and allows a simple explanation for the giant dielectric effect. All these results support the extrinsic effects of CCTO giant permittivity. However, none of the above mentioned proposals is widely accepted, and the nature of the extrinsic mechanism still remains unsettled. Since CCTO has a microstructure of grain and grain boundary, MW relaxation which is the characteristic of electrical inhomogeneous materials, is often used to interpret the dielectric behavior of CCTO. 11 When an electric field is applied on the interface between two different dielectrics, because of their different conductivity and permittivity, space charges will accumulate at the interfaces, which lead to a Debye-like relaxation process under an external alternating voltage. This effect could be conveniently described by an equivalent circuit and is often used to account for dielectric relaxations in many heterogeneous materials. Based on MW model, the measured large permittivity and the relaxation process can be easily understood, but a further understanding of physical explanation is still needed. Lunkenheimer et al. 12 suggested that the colossal dielectric constant in CCTO was due to electrode polarization effects and two parallel RC-circuits connected in series were used to describe the bulk response. and suggested that the relaxation in CCTO ceramic was a dipolar-type relaxation associated with the hopping localized carriers rather than a MW-type relaxation.
In the present work, the dielectric spectra of the CCTO polycrystalline ceramics sintered at various conditions are analyzed. The results are attributed to the electrical response of the grain and grain boundary regions considering heterogeneities for the MW relaxation. The observed dielectric behavior portrays two thermally activated relaxations corresponding to low and high temperatures.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
High-purity ͑i.e., purity level Ͼ99%͒ of CaCO 3 , CuO, and TiO 2 as raw materials were used in preparing the CCTO ceramics. These raw materials were mixed in an appropriate ratio and ball-milled in deionized water medium with ZrO 2 balls for 4 h. These mixed powders after drying were calcined for 10 h at 950°C in air, and then were pressed to the pellets of 12 mm in diameter and 1.6 mm in thickness using pressure of 85 MPa. The pressed pellets were heated to 500°C to remove the binder by the burn-out process and then sintered in air at 1100°C. Two types of samples prepared based on the sintering cycle. The sintering cycle of 20 h is used for the sample A while 10 h is used for the sample B. All these cylindrical samples polished to smooth opposite parallel surfaces were sputtered with gold as electrode to conduct electrical measurements. The solid-state reaction during sintering follows as:
The formation of the compound CaCu 3 Ti 4 O 12 was confirmed via powder x-ray diffraction ͑XRD, Regaku D/MAX IIIB, Japan͒ using Cu K ␣ radiation and the microstructure of sample A and sample B were observed by means of scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM, Jeol JSM-6390A, Japan͒ micrographs. The electron dispersive spectroscopy ͑EDS͒ provides information on the composition of the grains and the grain boundaries.
The current-voltage ͑I-V͒ behavior was obtained by using HP 34401A multimeter and WJ10001D precision linear high-voltage direct current power. The dielectric behavior was carried out with the broadband dielectric spectrometer ͑Concept 80, Germany͒ using 1 V peak-to-peak ac smallsignal voltage in the frequency range 10 −1 HzՅ f Յ 10 7 Hz.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Microstructure and microstructural analyses
The SEM observation reveals that an increase in sintering time has caused the increase in average grain size ͑t g ͒ as depicted in Fig. 1 for sample A in ͑a͒ and sample B in ͑b͒. Elemental analysis was conducted via energy dispersive spectroscopy associated with the SEM. The EDS result indicates that CaCu 3 Ti 4 O 12 is a stoichiometric compound which in turn confirms CCTO ceramics synthesized via solid-state reaction is satisfied and complete. Figure 2 shows the XRD pattern of the CCTO calcined ͑950°C͒ powder containing perovskite phase. There is no evidence of secondary phase in this pattern. These data also confirm the presence of the cubic crystal system indicating properly synthesized CCTO ceramics.
B. I-V response and nonlinear property
In addition to the high permittivity, CCTO has also been reported for its nonlinear I-V characteristics, which is similar to ZnO and SrTiO 3 varistor ceramics. 15, 16 The varistor voltage V 1 mA and V 0.1 mA represents the electric field in volt per millimeter when the dc current is 1 mA and 0.1 mA passing through the sample, respectively. The finite nonlinear coefficient ␣ is given by
It is clear that larger ␣ shows improved varistor nonlinearity and the leakage current for the device is defined as the current corresponding to the voltage 0.75V 1 mA . It is generally accepted that the nonlinear property of varistor ceramics is controlled by grain boundary Schottky barrier. 18 For the electrical barrier height calculation, the thermal excitation electric field E and current density J formed by the electron tunneling over the Schottky barrier exists via
where A and ␤ are constants. Therefore, by using the J-E data for varied temperatures, the barrier height ⌽ can be determined. Figure 3 shows the I-V response and barrier height calculation process of sample A. The dependence of current density on E 1/2 at various temperatures is shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ for sample A, while the dependence of current density at low electric field in ohmic region on temperature is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ for sample A.
By applying similar process to sample B, the electrical behavior of two samples can be achieved and compared. The summary of the highlighted electrical parameters for two CCTO samples are summarized in Table I . It can be shown that by increasing sintering time from 10 to 20 h, the varistor voltage is lowered from 299 to 48 V/mm, nonlinear coefficient is lowered from 5.5 to 4.0 and barrier height lowered from 0.81 to 0.58 eV. However, the leakage current is enhanced from 1.9 to 3.6 A.
The differences between these two samples may be attributed to the distinct microstructures resulted from the time of the sintering cycle/profile. According to the microstructural features of Fig. 1 , the results can be comprehended since increased sintering temperature lead to larger grain size, which will lower the varistor voltage. It is suggested that sample B possesses increased insulating grain boundaries per unit volume. Since the resistance of a single grain boundary is much larger than a single grain then the internal bulk grain-to-grain interfaces such as grain boundaries act as electrical potential barriers. This situation plays an important role in controlling the migration of the charged carriers and lead to the difference of electrical performance as shown in Table I .
C. Frequency response and Cole-Cole plot
Figures 4͑a͒-4͑d͒ show the frequency dependence of real part of the permittivity ͑Ј͒ and dielectric loss in the temperature range from 130 to 270 K for different CCTO samples. It contains the Bode plots in the log-log scale for the real part ͑Ј͒ of the complex dielectric constant given by 19 
‫ء‬ = Ј − jЉ ͑4͒
with j = ͱ͑−1͒, Ј is permittivity and associated with the terminal capacitance, and Љ is associated with the corresponding conductance in the parallel R-C ͑resistance-capacitance͒ admittance configuration. In Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑c͒ , the CCTO sample shows a typical low frequency dielectric dispersion at low temperatures. The ceramic exhibits high permittivity in the low frequency range ͑Ͻ10
4 Hz͒ and remains a stable value, then decrease rapidly and remains constant at high frequency. Since the samples are measured in low temperatures, for sample A, the low frequency permittivity remains to be 2 -7 ϫ 10 4 which is higher than 2 -5 ϫ 10 3 of sample B. In addition, for results
FIG. 3. ͑a͒ ln J vs E
1/2 plot for sample A at various temperatures and ͑b͒ ln J vs 1000/ T plot for low electric field E ͑Ohmic region͒ for sample A. measured at 130 K, high frequency permittivity of sample A remains about 75, which is also a little higher than 60 of sample B.
In Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑d͒ , it was shown that the corresponding tan ␦ exhibits two loss peaks in the high frequency and low frequency regions, which were called peak ␣ and peak ␤, respectively. Such a dielectric performance is unusual since generally only one loss peak can be found in the similar temperature range. 11 It is clearly shown in Fig. 4 that both peak ␣ and ␤ will move toward high frequency with increased temperature, which suggest two relaxation processes of thermal activation in the temperature range. The temperature dependence of dielectric loss for the two samples is quite similar but the phenomenon of low frequency dielectric dispersion in sample B is decreased, which can be seen from Fig. 4͑d͒ . In Fig. 4 , sample A shows larger permittivity and dielectric loss compared to sample B in the measured temperature and frequency regions. However, both of them exhibit two relaxations of low frequency and high frequency, showing two different Debye-like relaxation mechanisms. It is suggested that low frequency relaxation in Fig. 4 may ascribe to extrinsic grain boundary MW relaxation, while high frequency relaxation may ascribe to intrinsic grain relaxation.
To further establish the possible relaxation mechanisms, the activation energy of dielectric relaxation was obtained from the temperature dependence of dielectric response. Since both of extrinsic MW relaxation induced by heterogeneous structure and intrinsic relaxation induced by defect structure were observed, Arrhenius relations following the Debye model between dielectric relaxation frequency and inverse temperature were plotted in 
where U is the activation energy required for relaxation and f 0 is a pre-exponential factor, while T is the absolute temperature, and k is the Boltzmann constant.
From Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒, it can be found that there exist two line segments of ln f versus 1 / T in the different temperature regions, indicating that two relaxation mechanisms existed in the samples. The activation energies for samples A and B for the ␤ peak at low frequency are estimated to be 0.50 eV and 0.51 eV, respectively, while for the ␣ peak at high frequency are estimated to be 0.10 and 0.11 eV. The activation energies obtained for the low and high frequency domain dielectric behavior corresponds to the reports in the literature, which are quite close to Sinclair's results of 0.60 eV of grain boundary relaxatin and 0.08 eV of grain relaxation. 10 From the foregoing results it is observed that the samples A and B possess nearly identical type of activation energies although their dielectric dispersion behavior and microstructure are quite different. These nearly identical values of activation energies strongly suggest that the associated relaxation processes originate from the same source, i.e., some kind of charge carriers such as electrons ͑or holes͒ which do not get affected by the technology used for preparation or fabrication of these polycrystalline devices.
Many researches suggest both the grain and grain boundary play the role in dielectric response at this specific temperature region. For ␤ relaxation with an activation energy of 0.50-0.51 eV appeared in low frequency, an extrinsic MW relaxation mechanism is proposed. The dielectric relaxation at the low frequencies is also likely to represent the same MW-type phenomenon that may arise from the formation of external depletion layers at the electrode-sample interface caused by the possible Schottky-like barrier effect. Since this kind of relaxation concerns the crossover of charge carriers between interfaces of two dielectrics, it required a higher activation, a longer time ͑low frequency͒ as well as high temperatures.
␣ relaxation with an activation energy of 0.10-0.11 eV appeared in high frequency is suggested to ascribe to intrinsic grain relaxation. It is known that preparation of perovskite oxide ceramics, such as SrTiO 3 and BaTiO 3 sintered at high temperatures, 21, 22 will easily introduce intrinsic oxygen vacancies defects ͑V O + and V O ++ ͒ into ceramic samples. These intrinsic defects also introduce donor doping energy levels which is 10-70 meV for V O + and 100-200 meV for V O ++ , respectively. It is clear that the activation energy of 0.10-0.12 eV in our research is within the V O ++ doping energy level regions. Thus ␣ relaxation may be related to the ionization of V O ++ . Such kind of intrinsic relaxation behavior is similar to ZnO ceramic dielectric behavior of our previous research. 23 Sample A is selected to discuss the IBLC behavior of CCTO. The explanation of the observed dielectric behavior justify IBLC model reasonably. Figure 6 represents complex permittivity data via commonly known Cole-Cole plot of the sample A. The dipolar relaxation associated with the system's dielectric property is visible in the higher frequency region. This dipolar relaxation presents a near-Debye or Debye-like pattern. Figure 6͑a͒ is the result of the semicircular relaxation at 130 K, in which only one relaxation behavior is observed. The frequency shown at the top of the semicircle has the relation of =2f = 1, where is the relaxation time. This relaxation is presumably attributed to the lumped intrinsic dipolar relaxation existing in the bulk of the polycrystalline device, which is probable ionization of V O ++ as shown by the value of activation. However, the low frequency window in the present measurement range does not allow observing further relaxation in the low frequency domain.
The difference between Fig. 6͑b͒ and Fig. 6͑c͒ shows that the second relaxation features evolves with increased temperature. Figure 6͑d͒ is the result of the semicircular relaxation at 230 K, in which two relaxation behaviors can be observed. In this case the low frequency domain provides a MW relaxation relating to the grain boundary. This low frequency semicircular relaxation is probably due to the trapping or defect states 24 at the grain boundaries in conjunction with the Schottky-type barrier existing in the polycrystalline grain boundaries. As the frequency increase, the intrinsic relaxation appears. It can be seen that both MW relaxation concerning grain boundaries and intrinsic relaxation concerning grains can be shown at relatively high temperature of 230 and 200 K, while only intrinsic relaxation can be found at low temperature of 130 and 170 K. In addition, with the increase in temperature, the frequency corresponding to the peak of Љ also increased from 10 to 260 kHz as shown in Fig. 6 . Similar response was found in polycrystalline ZnO varistors. 24 Nevertheless, the low frequency region is dominated by the presence of the deep trapping states related to the Schottky-type barrier at the grain boundaries which in turn contribute to the total barrier layer capacitive response of the polycrystalline CCTO.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the steady state and dynamic response of CaCu 3 Ti 4 O 12 ceramics are investigated theoretically and experimentally, especially by dielectric spectroscopy.
The effect of sintering process on CCTO ceramic was investigated. It was found that larger grain size and lower nonlinear property can be achieved with increased sintering time. The frequency and temperature dependences of dielectric permittivity and loss in the ranges of 10 −1 -10 7 Hz and 130-270 K were studied and two relaxation processes were found. Low frequency relaxation with an activation energy of 0.50-0.51 eV is suggested to attribute to extrinsic grain boundary MW relaxation, while high frequency relaxation with an activation energy of 0.10-0.11 eV is attributed to intrinsic defect of oxygen vacancy V O ++ . Both the frequency dependence of tan ␦ and Cole-Cole plots strongly indicates that the combination of extrinsic and intrinsic relaxations is responsible for the dielectric behaviors of CCTO ceramics.
